
BURLINGAME CITY HALL 

501 PRIMROSE ROAD 

BURLINGAME, CA 94010

City of Burlingame

Meeting Minutes

Planning Commission

7:00 PM Council ChambersMonday, August 27, 2018

a. 2721 Martinez Drive, zoned R-1 - Application for Design Review and Hillside Area 

Construction Permit for a first and second story addition to an existing single family 

dwelling (Xie Guan, Xie Associates, Inc., applicant and architect; Lin Yun Ping, property 

owner) (69 noticed) Staff Contact: Ruben Hurin

All Commissioners had visited the project site. There were no ex-parte communications to report.

Planning Manager Hurin provided an overview of the staff report.

Questions of staff:

> The staff report notes that the floor area would increase to 3,998 square feet where 4,305 square feet 

is the maximum allowed and that the project is 7 square feet below the maximum allowed floor area.  Is 

this an error?  (Hurin: Yes, the staff report will be corrected to show the correct number).

Acting Chair Kelly opened the public hearing.

Bill Guan, project architect, represented the applicant.

Commission Questions/Comments:

> New doors are shown at the entry to the house and accessory dwelling unit (ADU).  Is this the 

intended design? (Guan: Yes, they are correctly shown.)

> Have combination of casement and sliding windows.  Why were sliding windows selected for the new 

windows? (Guan: Existing house has a variety of window types, chose sliding windows because it fits in 

with existing house).

> Houses of that era in area were specified with sliding windows.  However, if you look around the 

neighborhood, houses that have been improved over recent years have upgraded to casement or other 

types of windows.  Can you consider using casement windows instead?  Casement windows make the 

window panes in the same plane, are more attractive and shadow lines affects are improved. ( Guan: Yes, 

can consider changing to casement, but feel that a fixed or sliding window would work just as well as a 

casement).

> Sliding windows are dated, have no scale or charm.  Could probably achieve the same size, square 

footage of window opening if you went with smaller window units in a series, would give the house more 

scale and charm.

> Submit samples of proposed stone veneer for the next meeting.  Concerned that the wrong stone 

choice would take the house out of character.

> Have you had a chance to review the plans with the adjacent neighbors?  Concerned that the second 

floor deck, which is fairly large and located off the dining space and the adjacent living space, has the 

potential of looming over the downhill neighbor to the side.  Encourage you to share the project with the 

neighbor and reduce the size of the deck. (Guan: No, don't think addition will have a negative impact on 

neighbors since it is more like a single story addition.  Will look at increasing the side setback and 

reducing the size of the deck.)

> What will the balustrade be made of on the second floor deck?  (Guan: Precast concrete is proposed, 

stone could also be an option.)
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> The door to the ADU is very shear in that wall, looks like a basement door, there is no cover over the 

door.  Have you considered adding a canopy over that door?  Give it some thought, would help to break up 

that wall and provide cover from the weather.  Makes sense to think about the procession to that door 

because it has a high level function.  (Guan: Yes, that is a good idea; can recess entry or add a cover.)

Public Comments:

Jennifer Slaboda, 2704 Martinez Drive: Live downhill from the project, concerned that although the plans 

show that the roof ridge is not getting higher, the proposed extension towards the rear yard may still impact 

views.  Concerned about impacts on views; would like to see story poles installed to have a clear 

understanding of what is being proposed.

Bruce Thompson, 1600 Granada Drive: Opposed to ADU.  Zoning Code states that all ADUs are exempt 

from CEQA pursuant to sections 15301 and 15303.  It appears that section 15301 pertains to this project 

because it is an existing facility; states that a project is exempt if a key consideration is whether the 

project involves negligible or no expansion of an existing use.  Would argue that the addition of the ADU is 

not negligible and does expand the existing use from single family to multiple family and this exemption is 

inapplicable because the cumulative impact of successive projects of the same type in the same place is 

significant.  The City is setting a precedent, more study is needed, perhaps environmental review is 

required.  Think when the City approved the ordinance in 2011, times were different even though it wasn't 

that long ago.  With homes in many neighborhoods in the 2 to 4 million dollar category, we are inviting 

second units to offset the purchase cost.  Encourage Planning Commission to deny the project.

Brendan O'Brien, neighbor: Represent parents who live at 1590 Granada Drive.  Opposed to ADU.  

Understand that purpose of ordinance is to expand affordable housing to the community, however the area 

is zoned R-1 for single family homes, not for multiple units.  Lot sizes in Mills Estates are significantly 

greater than other applicable districts in Burlingame and the flexibility to add these units for future use 

would effectively rezone the area from single family to multifamily.  Would seek legal damages for any 

loss of property value.  Concerned that the infrastructure of the streets can't support additional units .  

Intent of design review process is to preserve the original and unique patterns of the district, don't belive 

the original and unique patterns of the district allow more than a single family house.  Don't believe there 

was proper notice given to the neighbors to understand the impact of a multi -unit project on property 

values.  Would like to see story poles installed to review potential impacts on views.

Leo Redmond, 2711 Martinez Drive: Opposed to ADU.  Think it would effectively rezone the area; that part 

of Burlingame has been single family homes.  Have invested a great deal in improving our home and 

property; concerned with how ADU would affect property values.  Also concerned about the proposed deck 

and potential loss of views.  Encourage Planning Commission to deny project.

Commissioner Sargent requested that staff address the limits to the Commission's purview regarding 

ADUs. (Hurin: Applications being reviewed by the Planning Commission for this project only include 

Design Review and Hillside Area Construction Permit.  Per State law, the State required that cities allow 

ADUs as a permitted use.  The Commission is not being asked to approve the ADU, as it is a permitted 

use if it complies with all zoning requirements.)  (Schaffner: Approval of an ADU is a ministerial act, one 

of the reasons why it is exempt from CEQA.)

Kevin O'Brien, 2812 Rivera Drive: Parents live two doors down.  Would like to state opposition to the 

project as it relates to the ADU, it is not a negligible impact in so far as requiring an environmental impact 

review.

Tom Wallen, 1601 Granada Drive: Opposed to ADU, don't believe it fits in with the neighborhood, would 

open door for vast expansion of permit requests to increase square footage on properties to bring in 

separate units within buildings.
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Christine Fanelli, 2739 Martinez Drive: Agree with previous speakers.  Would like to get a better 

understanding of how long will project take to complete and how disruptive it will be to the neighborhood .  

Concern is that this street is a thoroughfare to Burlingame Intermediate and Franklin schools, traffic is 

already pretty bad and dangerous at times.  Want to understand the construction activities and timing of 

construction.

There were no public comments.

Acting Chair Kelly closed the public hearing.

Commission Discussion:

> Request that before this project comes back for action, the staff report include language from State 

law explaining that every community within the State is required to allow for ADUs in R -1 districts, and that 

it doesn't constitute rezoning.

> House presents itself more than a single story, concerned with size of second floor roof deck that 

overlooks the neighboring property, is larger than typically allowed, usually limited to 100 square feet or so.  

Somewhat more permissive when deck is off more private spaces, like a master bedroom as opposed to 

this one which is off a dining room.  Therefore, by extension off the adjacent living room it leads to 

potential indoor/outdoor, partying and noisy activities that overlooks the neighbor.

> Concerned with aesthetics of addition, seems out of character with the arched opening and the 

columns that appear to be more craftsman like.  Concerned with what the appearance of the stone will be 

like with the new entry portico.

> Design of entry doors are out of character with style of house, appear to be more craftsman.  

> Directed that story poles be installed because of the sloping site and context of the neighborhood.

> Project would benefit by going through the design review consultant process, in terms of character of 

the windows, details, and helping decide what architectural style and character it wants to be.

> Design appears confused, rear of house clashes with front of house.

> What was sent to the neighbors with regards to noticing?  Neighbors may not be aware of the 

limitations of an ADU, thought it would help to communicate to the neighbors that it is a one bedroom 

ADU. (Hurin: Standard noticing requirements include a small blue postcard notice which describes the 

proposed addition and applications being requested, time of meeting, and invitation to review plans at the 

Planning Division; although not required an A-board sign was also posted in front yard which contains the 

proposed front elevation.)

> Encourage neighbors to review the plans at the Planning Division.

> Are plans available online if the applicant agrees to have them posted?  (Hurin: Yes, building 

elevations are included on the agenda and may be reviewed online once the agenda is posted on the City's 

website.)

Commissioner Loftis made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Sargent, to refer the project to 

a design review consultant and that story poles be installed to show the extent of the addition. 

The motion carried by the following vote:

Aye: Sargent, Loftis, Kelly, Terrones, and Tse5 - 

Absent: Comaroto, and Gaul2 - 
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